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Calling for 
attention

a refurbished hotel in Seville that pays homage to its historic legacy or a 
retail store in Hyderabad that makes the most mundane look interesting 

- take your pick as we bring to you projects with unconventional designs



Between constructing a property and refurbish-

ing it, the latter is a more challenging task. It gets 

complicated if the property in concern is a historic 

site. Inge Moore is the principal of The Gallery, the 

studio within HBA’s London team that is dedicated 

to the interior design of highly specialised bespoke 

projects. Her team took on the herculean task of 

giving Hotel Alfonso XIII a new look while retaining 

its historic character.

Conceived by King Alfonso XIII, the hotel origi-

nally opened in 1929 during the Art Deco era and 

became one of the essential stopovers for travel-

lers. The Gallery has brought this history into the 

design along with various influences drawn from 

Seville’s heritage. 

Moore adds, “The restoration of this hotel gave 

us both an exceptional challenge and an oppor-

tunity to enhance the soul of this architectural 

landmark. The interiors today allow one to discover 

and enjoy Seville’s heritage and culture combined 

with modern amenities.”

At the entry, the open double-height reception 

is adorned with gleaming and intricately patterned 

marble floors. The dramatic marble stairs along 

with bas-relief decorated crown mouldings, period 

chandeliers and lavish frescos above soaring 

arched passageways combine to create a degree of 

opulence. According to Moore, the original surfaces 

Preceding pages and below 
The Gallery’s new design of 
the lobby and courtyard of 
retains its old world charm. As 
the courtyard receives ample 
natural light, Moore oriented 
the spaceplan around its large 
windows and arcades so that the 
interiors share a connection with 
the outdoors.

Facing page The ambience in 
the American Bar exudes an aura 
of the Art Deco era.

A slice of the old world
Listed as a UNESCO World Heritage site, Hotel Alfonso XIII gets a makeover that 
retains its age-old heritage yet caters to the modern needs of a globetrotter 
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Below:The Bodega Alfonso is 
a vibrant space that attracts 
attention for its antiques and 
art. The wine display wall 
accentuates the ambience.
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Below left:Moore was 
asked to retain the original 
surfaces. Ceilings have been 
left untouched and the new 
elements echo the historical 
character of this property.

Right and below right The 
banquet and the ballroom with 
their high ceilings and classical 
chandeliers create a majestic 
and lively ambience.
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were untouched to retain the historic nature. 

“Even adding an electrical socket to accommo-

date a new lighting arrangement was impermissible. 

We took exact measures of the location of each 

socket in the lobby to understand the constraints 

and options for relocating furniture,” adds Moore. 

The reception lobby leads to the al fresco dining 

courtyard encircled by exquisite mosaic clad colon-

nades. There is a wide choice of wining and dining 

spaces, each with their distinct look. The American 

Bar evokes a sophisticated Art Deco feel, with 

lacquered walls draped in a silky robin’s egg blue 

fabric, grand mirrors and a bar finished in polished 

brass and macassar ebony timber. Bodega Alfonso, 

by contrast, belongs to old Seville with its Moorish 

forms, its traditional and rich colour palette, weath-

ered oak planks fixed with iron rivets that form the 

bar and a majestic painting of King Alfonso XIII. 

Alternatively, one can also experiment with the 

new Taifas restaurant and bar. Rich timber wine 

cabinets fitted with antique brass screens cabinets 

sit behind the carrara marble topped bar and the 



These pages All the guestrooms 
in the hotel are designed in three 
themes- Moorish, Andalucian and 
Castilian that reflect the culture 
of Seville. Each room has distinct 
and unique features that take you 
back to the bygone era.

ceiling is embellished with an ornately patterned 

plaster lattice ceiling. A backlit carved Moorish 

screen defines the separate dining area, where low 

seating accented with embroidered cushions cre-

ates a lively transition between indoor and outdoor 

dining spaces. 

The guestrooms are designed in three distinct 

styles, which take influence from major Sevillian 

cultures like Moorish, Andalucian and Castilian. 

The Moorish rooms are a treasure trove of intri-

cately detailed restored mouldings, dramatically 

fashioned furnishings and voluptuously shaped 

features. Flamenco dancing inspires the Andalucian 

bedrooms. This room has been interpreted into a 

feminine decor, which balances finely patterned 

textiles with flamboyantly studded leather head-

boards. While the Andalucian rooms celebrate 

women, the Castilian rooms capture the power of 

men, thereby captivating masculinity of the matador 

during a bullfight. A deep ochre palette is enlivened 

by vibrant colours. 

The suites are also inspired by the historic nature 

surrounding this property. The Royal Suite has 

been imagined by Moore to be the luxury residence 
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Share this story online at  
Trendsideas.com/go/40001

Facing page The Taifas 
restaurant and bar is a stark 
contrast to the spaces in the 
hotel. The red and white theme 
adds a vibrant edge to the space 
while the black lamps bring in a 
classical element. 

Below right Despite being 
located in the middle of the  
hotel, the swimming pool allows 
ample privacy. 
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where King Alfonso XIII would have stayed, and 

is endowed with portraits and artifacts from his 

frequent travels, curated from the hotel’s private 

collection. Overlooking the gardens of the neigh-

bouring palace is the Reales Alcázares Suite. The 

designers envisioned this space as the private bou-

doir of María de Padilla, the secret mistress of the 

legendary King Pedro the Cruel. In the living room, 

charcoal walls cast a tone, which is brightened by 

chinoiserie patterns. The master bedroom is heavily 

draped with plush deep toned velvets combined 

with wrought iron furniture, while the second  

bedroom is dramatically in red. 
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